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Final Design Based on Client Feedback

Ornamental Forest
Garden
Raised Garden Beds
Major Pathways
Gravel / Crushed Rock
Asphalt Area
Concrete Area
This design is based on feedback from the various
Harbour Town stakeholders. It incorporates three
shipping containers. Two are currently owned by
Harbour Town and require relocation from their
current location. The third, in the middle, is to be
a side opening container to act as a stage.

Seating

The large concreted area is to be furnished with
“Testing Grounds” style seating made from
upcycled pallets. Five apple crates will be fitted out
as wicking beds and planted with fruit trees, other
edible plants and flowers.
Raised wicking beds will be installed along the
north boundary to act as a barrier to stop children
running out onto the road.
The southwest corner of the space will require the
import of a large quantity of clean soil. It will then
be planted out as an ornamental forest garden.
The southern boundary will be planted with fast
growing pioneer species of shrubs and trees. These
will act as a windbreak. Vines will be grown over
the existing cyclone fence to further support this
function.
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Final Design - Features
Concrete is to be retained, this will
reduce costs and provide a canvas for
an evolving landscape over the coming
years
Long wicking beds to be installed along the
northern boundary. This would enable the
cultivation of perennial edible crops in clean
soil. Alternatively, annual crops could be
grown if there is enough commitment from
the community to maintain it. The wicking
beds reduce the watering requirements.

Apple crate garden beds and “Testing Grounds”
seating could be used to enhance the concrete
pad. These can easily be moved or rearranged
once stage two is implemented.

A gravel pad for
sitting the shipping
containers on.

Asphalt to be retained as food truck
parking and an event space. HT
retailers could also utilise this space.
Food trucks can also be parked on the
gravel area and the north-west corner
of the concrete.
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A shipping container with side
opening doors. This enables it to be

An ornamental forest garden
planted with sensory plants. Paths
to be lined with logs.

The southern boundary will be planted
with fast growing pioneer species of
shrubs and trees. These will act as a
windbreak. Vines will be grown over the
existing cyclone fence to further support
this function.
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used as a space for running
workshops, a shelter and a stage for
events. Standard shipping containers
are to be located either side of it for
storage and further wind protection.

Gravel / Crushed Rock
Asphalt Area
Concrete Area
Seating

Final Design – Example Imagery

